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The DiSTI Corporation Names Chris Worrell Director of Business Development 
The Orlando-based Simulation and Training Company welcomes Chris Worrell as Business 

Development Director. 

 
Orlando, FL (February 23, 2021) – Leading training and simulation company, The DiSTI 
Corporation announced today that experienced sales and business development professional, 
Chris Worrell, has been appointed as Director of Business Development.  

Following a career in sales spanning over 20 years, Mr. Worrell joins DiSTI 
having most recently served as Director of Navy & USMC Strategic 
Business Development at Kratos Defense and Security Solutions.  

"Chris Worrell's understanding of the defense market will be invaluable as 
he joins our experienced business development team," said DiSTI CEO 
John Hayward. "The defense market is vital to DiSTI's growth strategy, and 
attracting Chris continues our commitment to sustained growth. As DiSTI 
builds on our continuing success after a record-breaking year, Chris brings 
proven government and private sector success. I am extremely pleased he 
has accepted the challenge to join our team and help us grow across our 
defense and commercial markets." 

Before joining The DiSTI Corporation, Worrell successfully captured over $220M+ by identifying 
new opportunities, presenting solutions, and executing best practices. Over the course of his 
career, he has established a proven record. One that includes building relationships and 
exceeding sales and profitability goals while working within high-performing teams to support 
organizational success. 

"I am honored and excited to join a company with the stellar performance and reputation of 
DiSTI," declared Chris Worrell. "I am looking forward to contributing to the esteemed reputation 
DiSTI has of providing the warfighter extraordinary training solutions." 

In Chris's role as Business Development Director at DiSTI, he will be responsible for strategic 
planning and pursuing opportunities within our defense-related businesses.  Chris will play a 
critical role in DiSTI's strategic growth.  

"All of us at DiSTI are excited to be welcoming Mr. Worrell to his new role. As leaders in the 
Simulation and Training market, we are unwavering in our commitment to superior customer 
service, and Chris will continue that legacy," stated Hayward. 



 
 
 

### 

About DiSTI Corporation 

The DiSTI Corporation is the world’s leading provider of 3D virtual training solutions and 
graphical user interface software. DiSTI’s VE Studio is the world’s leading virtual training 
development platform for managing the creation of complex 3D virtual environments for use on 
desktop, mobile, and virtual and mixed reality training applications.  

GL Studio delivers advanced high-performance 3D user interfaces to the aerospace, automotive, 
medical, and training industries. Leading global manufacturers such as Jaguar Land Rover, 
Boeing, and Lockheed Martin choose GL Studio for its performance, fidelity, and reliability in 
interface development and deployment. Whether for avionics, instrument clusters, infotainment 
systems, medical devices, or flight simulators, GL Studio exceeds the developer’s interface 
demands. 

For more information on The DiSTI Corporation, contact Dawn Haulter at dhaulter@disti.com 
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